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Abstract. It has done a study of porosity prediction by using neural network. The study uses 2D seismic 

data post-stack time migration (PSTM) and 2 well data at field “T”. The objective is determining distribution 

of porosity. Porosity in carbonate reservoir is actually heterogeneous, complex and random. To face the 

complexity the neural network method has been implemented. The neural network algorithm uses 

probabilistic neural network based on best seismic attributes. It has been selected by using multi-attribute 

method with has high correlation. The best attributes which have been selected are amplitude envelope, 

average frequency, amplitude weighted phase, integrated absolute amplitude, acoustic impedance, and 

dominant frequency. The attribute is used as input to probabilistic neural network method process. The result 

porosity prediction based on probabilistic neural network use non-linear equation obtained high correlation 

coefficient 0.86 and approach actual log. The result has a better correlation than using multi-attribute method 

with correlation 0.58. The value of distribution porosity is 0.05–0.3 and it indicates the heterogeneous 

porosity distribution generally from the bottom to up are decreasing value. 
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1 Introduction 

Carbonate reservoir is the main target for hydrocarbon 

production because carbonate reservoirs contain almost 

60% of the world's total hydrocarbon reserves and are 

estimated to have 50% of total hydrocarbon production 

[1]. Hydrocarbon production can be increased if the 

permeability value of the reservoir is predictable, where 

permeability has a strong correlation with the porosity of 

the rock itself [2]. 

Porosity in the carbonate reservoir has 

heterogeneous and complex properties. Interpretation of 

seismic attributes needs to have correlation data with well 

data, to obtain more detailed and convincing information 

because of a very restricted area but better vertical 

resolution than seismic data. Seismic data provide better 

horizontal resolution and able to cover a wider area. In 

field, each seismic attribute has considerable uncertainty 

in interpretation. Therefore, by combining several 

attributes or implementing  multiattributes can increase 

accuracy in predicting the reservoir property. 

Neural network is an effective method used to 

overcome high levels of heterogeneity [3]. In this study, 

the neural network method is a tool used to carry out an 

analysis that makse a correlation between seismic data 

and well data. So the method can be used to predict 

physical property such as porosity. The neural network 

performs several parameters to produce output that is 

permissible like porosity. The best parameters that can be 

used as input from the neural network method are multi-

attributes from the integration of well data and seismic 

data. So, the prediction will have better accuracy. 

The study location at “T” field in North Sumatera 

Basin. It is back-arc basin with Tertiary sediment 

deposited above pra-Tertiary. The focus formation is 

Peutu Formation (Figure 1). This formation is deposited 

during the Early Miocene – Middle Miocene. Peutu 

Formation has thick layer. It is carbonate found at the top 

and bottom of the formation. This formation also has 

sandstone at eastern region which known as Belumai 

Formation [4]. 
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Fig. 1. Stratigraphy North Sumatera Basin [4] 

2  Theory 

2.1 Seismic Inversion  

Seismic inversion is a method to build sub-surface model 

with used seismic data as input and well data as a 

control[5]. Seismic inversion will produce acoustic 

impedance parameter that will describe the better sub-

surface compares to conventional seismic. It is caused 

acoustic impedance describing subsurface layer its self 

while conventional seismic just describing boundary 

layer. Acoustic impedance is formulated as: 

            AI = ρ * v                                                        (1) 

where: 

AI = acoustic impedance (ft/s. g/cc) 

ρ = density (g/cc) 

v = seismic wave velocity (ft/s) 

2.2 Multi-attribute  

Multi-attribute method is one of the statistical methods 

that use more than one attribute to predict several physical 

properties of the earth [6]. In this analysis, the relationship 

between well data and seismic data is sought at the well 

location and use the relationship to predict or estimate the 

volume of log properties in all locations on seismic. In 

multi-attribute method, the best attribute selection is done 

to predict the target log by combining attributes with step-

wise-regression. After that, obtained the best number of 

attributes to get correlation and for input on the neural 

network process [6].  

2.3 Probabilistic Neural Network  

Probabilistic neural network (PNN) is an alternative type 

of neural network using a mathematical interpolation [7]. 

PNN assumes that each new log output can be written as 

a linear combination of log values in the training data. In 

this study, PNN  is a method can make nonlinear 

equations to get values with better correlation and a higher 

resolution. PNN can be written using equations: 

{A11, A21, A31, L1} 

{A12, A22, A32, L2} 

                           {A13, A23, A33, L3}                      (2) 

… 

{A1n, A2n, A3n, Ln} 

n is training data and there are three attributes to be 

used.  Li is target log will be predicted as every training 

example. PNN assume that each new value of the new log 

output can be written as a linear combination of log values 

in the research data. To sample new data with attribute 

values can be written: 

                                  x = {A1j, A2j, A3j … Anj}                       (3) 

Then, a new log value is calculated with the following 

equation 
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D (x, xi )  is the distance between the input data and 

each training point xi.  Parameter σj  is a normalize from 

distance that measured in a multidimensional attribute 

space[6]. 

Equations (4) and (5) describe the application of the 

PNN algorithm. Then, the result of validation using PNN 

is given in equation (6): 
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The equation is used to get the validation results for 

the sample target to m. Prediction of the validation value 

of the sample target to m is done when the sample is not 

calculated in the training data. By repeating this process 

for each training sample. then, total error prediction is 

obtained by the equation : 
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The results obtained through PNN analysis will form 

a nonlinear transformation between the target log and 

seismic attributes in the cross plot diagram. The results of 

non-linear transformations expect a better correlation 

value between the actual log and the log model compared 

to the results of linear transformations generated through 

a decrease in multi-attributes.  
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3  Methodology   

This study uses 2 wells and 2D post-stack time 

migration (PSTM) seismic data which aims to predict 

total porosity using PNN method.  

This study is finding one best attribute by trial and 

error. After that, using stepwise regression to find some 

best attribute based on lowest validation error. Next, 

prediction porosity based on attributes have been selected 

to be used as input PNN processing by non-linear, the 

architecture of PNN has been explained in point 2.3.  

4  Results and Discussion 

4.1 Well Data Analysis 

Well data (Figure 2) from 9570 – 9870 ft show that the 

value of density and P-wave have been increasing but the 

gamma-ray has been decreasing. Value of P-wave 

increase, show that P-wave through compact medium. It 

also occurs in density. When value of density increase, it 

is indicating the compact zone. Lithology which has the 

character of compact rock is carbonate. 

 
Fig. 2. Well data of C1 which consist of GR, Density and P-

Wave to Depth 

4.2 Acoustic Impedance  

Acoustic impedance is gotten by inversion seismic. 

Inversion seismic is used model-based method because 

model-based has better correlation than other seismic 

inversion methods. Inversion result shows impedance 

value in the target zone of this study (Figure 3). Alteration 

of acoustic impedance value can be interpreted as porosity 

value. When acoustic impedance is high, porosity value is 

low. Acoustic impedance will be used as an attribute for 

the multi-attribute process. Acoustic impedance as 

attribute to multi-attribute process selection.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The Results Of The Post-Stack Inversion Model-Based 

4.3 Multi-attribute  

Table 1 shows the list of seismic attributes, with 

corresponding prediction errors and correlation 

coefficients. Amplitude envelope is the best attribute with 

correlation 0.52 to predict porosity. It has high value is 

indicating hydrocarbon contains.   

Table. 1. List Of Attributes On Single Attribute 

 

Figure 4 shows Log model use amplitude envelope 

has a high difference from the actual porosity and the 

correlation value is low. Therefore, to get a higher 

correlation and log model closer to the actual log, it is 

necessary to combine attributes. 
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Fig. 4. Log Model with Best Single Attribute vs Log Actual 

List of attributes have been selected by using multi-

attribute as shown in Table 2. Multi-attribute process is 

carried out using step-wise-regression. The first step is 

finding the best single attribute and it has been found in 

previous stage (Table 1). After that, combine the best 

single attribute with other attributes to find second 

attributes have minimum errors and so on.  

Table 2. List Of Attribute Used Multi-attribute 

 

Based on Figure 5, the black curve is the error 

calculated using the training data and the red curve is the 

error calculated using the validation data. The red curve 

describes sixth attributes has low error 0.11 and occurred 

increase error validation value on seventh attribute until 

tenth attribute. The increase of validation error value 

conduces to decrease correlation value. Attributes are 

used in multi-attribute process include amplitude 

envelope, average frequency, amplitude weighted phase, 

integrated absolute amplitude, acoustic impedance, and 

dominant frequency. 

 
Fig. 5. Validation vs. Prediction Error Curve 

 
Fig. 6. Log Model vs. Log Actual Using 6 Attributes 

The best six attributes have been selected will be 

applied to log curve (Figure 6). The curve log shows 

prediction log (red line) and actual log (black line) is 

different. The difference is caused by multi-attribute using 

linear equation to predict physic property. While, seismic 

attribute and data well are non-linear, Therefore, non-

linier method is needed to get best correlation and 

prediction log approaches the actual log.  

4.4  Probabilistic Neural Network to Predict 
Porosity  

In the previous process, prediction of porosity values was 

carried out using multi-attribute analysis which obtained 

a relatively low correlation coefficient. For this reason, 

non-linear methods are used to increase the correlation 

coefficient and increase the prediction log similarity with 

the actual log. 
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Fig. 7. Log Model PNN vs. Log Actual  

The prediction results of total porosity using PNN 

are similar to the actual log and the value of the correlation 

coefficient is 0.86 (Figure 7). The high correlation 

coefficient value proves that PNN is better than the multi-

attribute method. Because, PNN is a method that can 

produce nonlinear equations to get predictive results 

obtained like actual log.  

Total predictive porosity (log) of the PNN results 

distributed to seismic data to build porosity volumes 

(Figure 8). The value of distribution porosity is in range 

0.05 - 0.3.The high porosity in reef structure C1 is located 

at Top Formation (0.2 – 0.3).  While, reef structure C4 at 

Top Formation is lower porosity than C1 (0.05 – 0.13) and 

the porosity value is caused by overburden. So, carbonate 

at reef structure C4 is dominated by Mudstone to 

Wackestone. Because, C4 located at slope with low 

energy condition. In other hand, reef structure C1 is 

located at core reef which show carbonate dominated is 

grainstone – rudestone. It cause high value of porosity. 

  
Fig. 8. Porosity Cross Section from PNN 

5 Conclusion 

Probabilistic neural network method used 6 best attributes 

obtained high correlation 0.86 and getting log prediction 

approach log actual. This result has better than using 

multi-attribute method with correlation 0.78. Base on 

porosity distribution in seismic can be analyzed have 

porosity value 0.05 – 0.26. Porosity distribution in layer 

B has higher porosity value than other layers. High 

porosity in layer B is indicating that has hydrocarbon 

potency. 
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